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## Cyber UTSA

A leader in cyber education since 1999

### Students
- **2,000+** undergraduate students in cyber and related fields
- **250+** graduate students
- **80+** doctoral students
- **98** students earned undergraduate cybersecurity degrees in 2017-18
- **26** students earned graduate cybersecurity degrees in 2017-18

### Faculties
- **70**
  - Six of which are endowed from entities such as AT&T and Rackspace (80/20 Foundation)
- **4 out of 9** colleges at UTSA include cyber programs

### Research
- **$100+ Million** Research awards in Cyber programs since 2000

### Rankings
- **#1** Cybersecurity undergraduate program
  - Ponemon Institute
- **#2** Cybersecurity graduate program
  - Universities.com
National Security Collaboration Center
Alignment with San Antonio’s National Security Landscape

- 24th Air Force (Cyber Command)
- 25th Air Force (formerly Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance Agency)
- NSA Texas
- Army Research Laboratory
- Air Force Research Laboratory
- Federal Bureau of Investigation
- Dept. of Homeland Security/ JTF West/US Secret Service
- Dept. of Energy National Labs
- + additional federal partners

Government

University

Industry

Rackspace
CISCO
USAA
VALERO
Intel
CPS
ExxonMobil
Microsoft

+ multiple data centers
+ state and local agencies
+ 80 defense technology businesses
In late stage discussions with 7 additional companies.

- National Security Collaboration Center
- 100,000 square feet
- 5 floors

UTSA

Microsoft

Raytheon

IPSECURE

LGS Inovations

Build Sec Foundry

Iomaxis

Polaris

Accenture

PWC
Computational Technology
• Visualization Laboratory
• High Performance Computing
• Cyber Range

National Security Collaboration Center

Research Centers
• Open Cloud Institute
• Cyber Center for Security and Analytics
• Collaborative research and training spaces
• Center for Infrastructure Assurance and Security

Sensitive Compartmentalized Information Facility
• Classified Research
• Federal Partners / Contractors

Cyber Protective Operations Center
• Federal Partners

Computational Technology
• Visualization Laboratory
• High Performance Computing
• Cyber Range

Innovation Factory
• Early Stage Technologies
• Student & Faculty Start Ups
Imagine National Security Collaboration Center

Texas Cyber Corridor

UT Arlington
UT Dallas
UT El Paso
UT Austin
UT San Antonio